AMSA 2022 National SLC Conference
Kansas City | August 11 – 13

The AMSA 2022 National Student Leaders Connecting Conference (SLC) is coming to the historic meat industry hub of Kansas City this summer!

We’re revamping SLC to provide you the opportunity to build your professional value and network in the meat industry. Join us August 11-13 to learn from our top meat industry leaders as we bring together the experiences and opportunities to kickstart your career.

2022 SLC experiences you will not want to miss include:

- Touring at least four meat industry packaging, equipment, ingredient, processing and services companies in the KC area.
- Actively engaging leaders from a variety of companies to understand their integral role in the meat industry.
- Discussing and developing a better understanding of critical topics such as markets, sustainability measures and giving back.
- Creating memories with the AMSA community and your network with fun evening activities.

... and it wouldn’t be a meat conference without indulging in some of the best meat Kansas City has to offer!

“[The AMSA SLC gives students the opportunity to interact one-on-one with industry professionals, allowing us to learn about the personal experiences that led them into their current careers and roles within the meat industry, while expanding our network as we seek our own career paths.]”
— Marcee Cooke, Texas Tech University

CHECK OUT THE AGENDA!

For additional information, please visit Student Leaders Connecting.
Tentative AMSA SLC 2022 Agenda

Thursday, August 11, 2022
- 11 a.m. Arrive, Introductions and Lunch
- 12:30-2:30 p.m. Career Exploration Visit I
- 3-5 p.m. Career Exploration Visit II
- 6-8 p.m. Team Building Steak Cook-Off

Friday, August 12, 2022
- 8:30-9 a.m. Giving Back: Why It Matters
- 9:30-11:30 a.m. Career Exploration Visit III
- 12:30-2:30 p.m. Career Exploration Visit IV
- 3-3:30 p.m. Career Panel: Sales, Marketing, Operations
- 3:30-4 p.m. Career Panel: Food Safety/Regulatory
- 4-4:30 p.m. Career Panel: Research and Development
- 4:30-5 p.m. Hot Topic: Sustainability and Global Metrics
- 6-7:30 p.m. Career Fair and Dinner

Saturday, August 13
- 9-9:30 a.m. Identifying the “Right” Career for You
- 9:30-10:30 a.m. Round Table Discussions
  - Why Your Career Best Suits You
  - Evolving and Reinventing Your Career
- 10:30-11 a.m. Creating a Network
- 11-12 p.m. Speed Networking with Professionals/Lunch
- 1-2 p.m. Ongoing Opportunities
  - AMSA Mentorship Program
  - Judging, Ambassadors and Skillathons … and more!

**Make the most of your career exploration journey with SLC!**
**We’ll see you in KC!**